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10:00-10:10: Rapid intros: name, area, fav book from childhood

10:10-10:30: Brief overview of fabrication (mostly 3d printing)

10:30-11:00: Discussing papers

11:00-11:20: Breaking down research in fabrication





Computational design for fabrication. 
Combines ML+Graphics+Fab

Makes new 3D printing technology to 
enable new application spaces and also 
studies value propositions of printing

Investigates programming language 
techniques for improving consumer-
grade 3D-printing experiences.

Applications of 3D printing to wireless 
systems

How to make 3D prints interactive + 
applications of printing to accessibility.



Lots of folks do work on 3D printing across campus, 

including in MechE, Material Science, etc.



Source: Redwood et al., The 3d Printing Handbook, 2017

Additive manufacturing: best suited for low-volume, complex designs 
that other methods are unable to produce or when a unique, one-off 
rapid prototype is required.

Subtractive manufacturing: lies in between formative and additive, being 
best suited for parts with relatively simple geometries, produced at low-to-
mid volumes, and where materials like wood or metal are necessary 

Formative manufacturing: best suited for high-volume production of the 
same part, requiring a large initial investment in tooling (molds) but then 
being able to produce parts quickly and at a very low unit price.



Source: Jon Froehlich
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Source: Redwood et al., The 3d Printing Handbook, 2017

Additive manufacturing: best suited for low-volume, complex designs 
that other methods are unable to produce or when a unique, one-off 
rapid prototype is required.

Subtractive manufacturing: lies in between formative and additive, being 
best suited for parts with relatively simple geometries, produced at low-to-
mid volumes, and where materials like wood or metal are necessary 

Formative manufacturing: best suited for high-volume production of the 
same part, requiring a large initial investment in tooling (molds) but then 
being able to produce parts quickly and at a very low unit price.



1987
The first commercial 3D printer

SLA-1 printer by 3D Systems Inc.
Invented by Charles Hull

Slide based on Huaishu Peng’s job talk;



Source: https://youtu.be/eyUPSYynywM





Source: https://youtu.be/8a2xNaAkvLo





SLA is expensive (both printers & resin)

Resin is sticky & messy

Prints require dumping in isopropyl alchohol

SLA creates precise & smooth models

Great for creating molds for casting



Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stratasys

1992
The first commercial FDM printer

3D Modeler by Stratasys, Inc.
Invented by Scott & Lisa Crump



Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stratasys

1992
The first commercial FDM printer

3D Modeler by Stratasys, Inc.
Invented by Scott & Lisa Crump

“The idea for the technology came 

to Crump in 1988 when he decided 

to make a toy frog for his young 

daughter using a glue gun loaded 

with a mixture of polyethylene 

and candle wax. He thought of 

creating the shape layer by layer and 

of a way to automate the process. In 

April 1992, Stratasys sold its first 

product, the 3D Modeler.”



Source: https://youtu.be/8_vloWVgf0o; Edited by Jon Froehlich





RepRap project started in 2005 at the University of Bath to develop a low-cost 3D-printer that could print 
most of its components. RepRap stands for replicating rapid prototype.



MakerBot founded in 2009 by Adam Mayer, Zach “Hoeken” 
Smith, and Bre Pettis to build on RepRap project.





2009 marked the beginning of ubiquitous fabrication

Slide based on Huaishu Peng’s job talk;



By 2012
We reached the peak 

of the “hype cycle”









Source: https://youtu.be/GUdnrtnjT5Q; Company: Apis Cor



Source: https://youtu.be/iT9A0pBBL2A; Company: Local Motors



Source: https://youtu.be/MKQlys-z7SM; Edited by Jon Froehlich



Source: https://youtu.be/6rEHNGPibb0; Company: Pancake Bot





By 2016
The peak was over & a 

more realistic attitude set in

https://www.wired.com/2016/12/the-3d-printing-revolution-that-wasnt/


Source: https://www.wired.com/2016/12/the-3d-printing-revolution-that-wasnt/





!=



Still, people are buying consumer-grade 3D printers, why?



Source: https://www.3dhubs.com/knowledge-base/advantages-3d-printing; Original source: Wohlers Report, 2015

Printers all < $5000 sold globally per year



Speed. Designers can build, print, solicit feedback, & iterate on ideas quickly. 3D-printing allows the designer and other 
stakeholders to get a tangible, physical experience of a design.

Iteration. Digital models can be easily tweaked & reprinted.

Cost. Cost at low-volumes (i.e., one-offs) is quite competitive compared to alternatives. Injection molding, for example, 
requires expensive mold-making equipment and each mold is expensive to produce. 3D-printers themselves are far 
cheaper than formative and subtractive machines.

Personalization. Certain industries (e.g., dental, prosthetics) can use high-grade 3D-printers to quickly produce 
personalized devices for each patient (user)

Complex geometries. 3D-printers can create physical forms with complex geometries that would be impossible or 
very difficult using other manufacturing processes. 

Ease of access. Unlike injection molding or even subtractive processes like CNC mills or laser cutters, 3D-printers are 
relatively cheap to buy and operate. Many public libraries and other community spaces provide access as well.

Sustainability. Subtractive methods remove significant amounts of material that is not used, resulting in high waste 
volumes. 3D-printable ABS plastic can be recycled & PLA is compostable. Check with local recycling/compost centers.

Source: Redwood et al., The 3d Printing Handbook, 2017; https://www.3dhubs.com/knowledge-base/advantages-3d-printing



Source: https://youtu.be/qBHg1xhANxU; Edited by Jon Froehlich
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Create digital model in CAD tool. 
Export CAD model as an STL file.

Fusion 360

Upload g-code file to 3D printer 
(via USB fob, WiFi) & print!

Wait…g-codestl

Iterate

Slide based on Huaishu Peng’s job talk; See also: https://www.3dhubs.com/knowledge-base/additive-manufacturing-process

Completed fabricated object + post 
processing (e.g., remove supports)

Use slicing program to convert 
STL into g-code instructions.

Slic3r



Create digital model in CAD tool. 
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Slide based on Huaishu Peng’s job talk; See also: https://www.3dhubs.com/knowledge-base/additive-manufacturing-process
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Source: Jon Froehlich





Create digital model in CAD tool. 
Export CAD model as an STL file.

Fusion 360

Upload g-code file to 3D printer 
(via USB fob, WiFi) & print!

Wait…g-codestl

Iterate

Slide based on Huaishu Peng’s job talk; See also: https://www.3dhubs.com/knowledge-base/additive-manufacturing-process

Completed fabricated object + post 
processing (e.g., remove supports)

Use slicing program to convert 
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Slic3r



The STL (Standard Triangle Language) is the industry standard file type for 3D printing. It uses linked triangles to represent the geometry of 

the solid model (aka a triangle mesh). All modern CAD tools allow you to export their native file format into STL.

See also: https://www.3dhubs.com/knowledge-base/3d-printing-stl-files-step-step-guide

Raw CAD Model Converted to STL



Export Quality: Low
Number of triangles: 796

Export Quality: Medium
Number of triangles: 1200

Export Quality: High
Number of triangles: 2080

Number of triangles
Typically the default export quality is fine. If you export at too low of resolution, the model will have visible 
triangles on its surface when printed. Increasing the resolution too much (e.g., beyond capabilities of printer) 
will just lead to file bloat and print difficulties.

See also: https://www.3dhubs.com/knowledge-base/3d-printing-stl-files-step-step-guide



Create digital model in CAD tool. 
Export CAD model as an STL file.

Fusion 360

Upload g-code file to 3D printer 
(via USB fob, WiFi) & print!

Wait…g-codestl

Iterate

Slide based on Huaishu Peng’s job talk; See also: https://www.3dhubs.com/knowledge-base/additive-manufacturing-process

Completed fabricated object + post 
processing (e.g., remove supports)

Use slicing program to convert 
STL into g-code instructions.

Slic3r



While STL is an industry standard file type for geometrical models, this needs to be converted into printing instructions your 3D printer can 

understand (g-code). Slicers cut the model into horizontal slices (layers), generate toolpaths to fill them, and calculate the amount of 

material to be extruded.

Load STL file into slicing program Slicer will create g-code (toolpath) 
instructions for printer



Common slicer 

settings (some 

are machine 

dependent)



Infill Density: 5%
Estimated print time: 2h 53min
Estimated filament: 2.92 m / ~23g

Infill Density: 10%
Estimated print time: 3h 06min
Estimated filament: 3.28 m / ~26g

Infill Density: 25%
Estimated print time: 3h 35min
Estimated filament: 3.99 m / ~32g

Infill Density: 50%
Estimated print time: 4h 58min
Estimated filament: 6.13 m / ~48g

Infill Density: 70%
Estimated print time: 4h 58min
Estimated filament: 6.13 m / ~48g

Infill Density: 100%
Estimated print time: 10h 53min
Estimated filament: 9.65 m / ~76g



Create digital model in CAD tool. 
Export CAD model as an STL file.

Fusion 360

Upload g-code file to 3D printer 
(via USB fob, WiFi) & print!

Wait…g-codestl

Iterate

Slide based on Huaishu Peng’s job talk; See also: https://www.3dhubs.com/knowledge-base/additive-manufacturing-process

Completed fabricated object + post 
processing (e.g., remove supports)

Use slicing program to convert 
STL into g-code instructions.

Slic3r



Source: Jon Froehlich





This structure around the 3D-print is called 
a “brim”—it prevents warping of the initial 
layers. You can configure this in the Slicer.



Create digital model in CAD tool. 
Export CAD model as an STL file.

Fusion 360

Upload g-code file to 3D printer 
(via USB fob, WiFi) & print!

Wait…g-codestl

Iterate

Slide based on Huaishu Peng’s job talk; See also: https://www.3dhubs.com/knowledge-base/additive-manufacturing-process

Completed fabricated object + post 
processing (e.g., remove supports)

Use slicing program to convert 
STL into g-code instructions.

Slic3r



Source: Jon Froehlich











10:00-10:10: Rapid intros: name, area, fav book from childhood

10:10-10:30: Brief overview of fabrication (mostly 3d printing)

10:30-11:00: Discussing papers

11:00-11:20: Breaking down research in fabrication



Baudisch & Mueller, FnT’16

Peng et al., CHI’15

He et al., TEI’17
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10:10-10:30: Brief overview of fabrication (mostly 3d printing)

10:30-11:00: Discussing papers
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Slide based on Huaishu Peng’s job talk; See also: https://www.3dhubs.com/knowledge-base/additive-manufacturing-process
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Export CAD model as an STL file.

Fusion 360

Upload g-code file to 3D printer 
(via USB fob, WiFi) & print!

Wait…g-codestl

Completed fabricated object + post 
processing (e.g., remove supports)

Use slicing program to convert 
STL into g-code instructions.

Slic3r



Slide based on Huaishu Peng’s job talk; See also: https://www.3dhubs.com/knowledge-base/additive-manufacturing-process

Create digital model in CAD tool. 
Export CAD model as an STL file.

Fusion 360

Upload g-code file to 3D printer (via 
USB fob, WiFi) & print!

Wait…g-codestl

Completed fabricated object + post 
processing (e.g., remove supports)

Use slicing program to convert STL 
into g-code instructions.

Slic3r

Determining what to 
make, for who, and 

why.

idea



Material Science

Mechanical Engineering

Computer Graphics

Human-Computer Interaction

Art + Design

Slide based on Huaishu Peng’s job talk; See also: https://www.3dhubs.com/knowledge-base/additive-manufacturing-process
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Slide based on Huaishu Peng’s job talk; See also: https://www.3dhubs.com/knowledge-base/additive-manufacturing-process

Create digital model in CAD tool. 
Export CAD model as an STL file.

Fusion 360

Upload g-code file to 3D printer 
(via USB fob, WiFi) & print!

Wait…g-codestl

Completed fabricated object + post 
processing (e.g., remove supports)

Use slicing program to convert 
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Slic3r

Determining what to 
make, for who, and 

why.

idea



How can we lower barriers to fabricating objects?

How can we expand what can be constructed?

How can we improve the robustness, speed, etc. of 3D-printing?

How can we transform how people build 3D models?

How can we reduce waste and improve sustainability?

What is this stuff good for anyway? Value props, application spaces.



Source: Willis et al., Interactive fabrication: new interfaces for digital fabrication, TEI’10

Willis et al. argue that 

traditional fabrication 
design is too far removed 

from traditional craft. How 

to close gap between 
modeling and fabricating 

with computational tools?



How can we… 
Enable users to interactively 

design and fabricate a model in 

(near) real-time?
This research area cuts across the full 3D-

printing workflow from custom design tools 
(or CAD plugins) to new printer hardware

Create digital model in CAD tool. 
Export CAD model as an STL file.

Fusion 360

Upload g-code file to 3D printer 
(via USB fob, WiFi) & print!

Wait…g-codestl

Completed fabricated object + post 
processing (e.g., remove supports)

Use slicing program to convert STL 
into g-code instructions.

Slic3r



Source: Peng et al., RoMA: Interactive Fabrication with Augmented Reality and a Robotic 3D Printer, CHI’18

Presents a new interactive 

fabrication system using 

augmented reality and a 

robotic 3D printer



Source: Peng et al., CHI’18; https://youtu.be/K_wWuYD1Fkg





Presents a new hybrid computer-

manual controlled milling approach

Computer monitors user’s motion 

and slows down spindle or retracts it 

when milling bit risks object integrity. 

Uses pre-created CAD file for 

“ground truth.”

Source: Zoran & Paradiso, FreeD: a freehand digital sculpting tool, CHI’13



Source: Zoran et al., CHI’13; https://youtu.be/8NKewmPZbHM





How can we… 
Transform the experience of 

designing CAD models?
Create digital model in CAD tool. 
Export CAD model as an STL file.

Fusion 360

Upload g-code file to 3D printer 
(via USB fob, WiFi) & print!

Wait…g-codestl

Completed fabricated object + post 
processing (e.g., remove supports)

Use slicing program to convert STL 
into g-code instructions.

Slic3r



Invites us to rethink approaches to 

CAD modeling.

Presents a 3D sketching tool that 

is controlled by arm movement. 

Validates approach via a design 

workshop with children

Source: Zoran & Paradiso, FreeD: a freehand digital sculpting tool, CHI’13



Source: Willis et al., TEI’10; https://youtu.be/Kdyc4Q4A5TA







Source: slide courtesy of Huaishu Peng



How can we… 
Enable designers to rapidly build, 

simulate, and fabricate deformable

3D-printed objects?
This research area cuts across the full 3D-

printing workflow from custom design tools 
(or CAD plugins) to new printer hardware

Create digital model in CAD tool. 
Export CAD model as an STL file.

Fusion 360

Upload g-code file to 3D printer 
(via USB fob, WiFi) & print!

Wait…g-codestl

Completed fabricated object + post 
processing (e.g., remove supports)

Use slicing program to convert STL 
into g-code instructions.

Slic3r



Create digital model in CAD tool. 
Export CAD model as an STL file.

Fusion 360

Upload g-code file to 3D printer 
(via USB fob, WiFi) & print!

Wait…g-codestl

Completed fabricated object + post 
processing (e.g., remove supports)

Use slicing program to convert 
STL into g-code instructions.

Slic3r

How to design CAD tool such that 
users can specify & simulate
novel deformation behaviors?

What innovations to the g-code, printing hardware, and/or 
materials might be necessary to support these deformations? 
Note: typically, CS researchers in this space focus on trying to 
utilize commodity printing hardware with little or no changes.

What post-processing steps may be 
required to enable the deformation 

(e.g., dissolvable filament)?



Source: Ion et al., Metamaterial Mechanisms, UIST’16

Key idea: control deformations by 

changing internal structure of 3D-prints

Paper contributes new CAD tool to design 

deformation behaviors, a new set of 

microstructure design primitives to specify 

and control deformations, and validates 

approach via examples



Source: Ion et al., UIST’16; https://youtu.be/lsTiWYSfPck





Source: He et al., UIST’17; He et al., SCF’17

Select part geometries and convert to 

spring-based structures

Contributes new spring-based design 

primitives based on helical springs such as 

stretch and compress, twist, and bend

Small evaluation via creation of a single 

model.





Tigger with traditional helical spring Helical spring with embedded flexible 

sawtooth backbone

Helical spring with a prismatic joint Helical spring with a ring bearing structure

Source: He et al., UIST’17; He et al., SCF’17



Requires fine motor abilities

Source: He et al., UIST’17; He et al., SCF’17



Requires fine motor abilities Spring automatically reopens 

scissors after a cut

http://www.handicappedequipment.org/tag/scissors-for-disabled-people/

Source: He et al., UIST’17; He et al., SCF’17

http://www.handicappedequipment.org/tag/scissors-for-disabled-people/


How can we… 
Enable designers to rapidly build, 

simulate, and fabricate digitally 

interactive 3D-printed objects?
This research area cuts across the full 3D-

printing workflow from custom design tools 
(or CAD plugins) to new printer hardware

Create digital model in CAD tool. 
Export CAD model as an STL file.

Fusion 360

Upload g-code file to 3D printer 
(via USB fob, WiFi) & print!

Wait…g-codestl

Completed fabricated object + post 
processing (e.g., remove supports)

Use slicing program to convert STL 
into g-code instructions.

Slic3r



Source: Bächer et al., Spin-it: optimizing moment of inertia for spinnable objects, ACM Trans. Graph. 2014 

New fabrication pipeline (CAD 

+ 3D printer) to print interactive 

electromechanical objects.

Validates approach via creation 

of multiple different models and 

electromechanical interactions.



Source: Peng et al., UIST’16; https://youtu.be/EeljtHu-Luc 





Source: Willis et al., Printed optics: 3D printing of embedded optical elements for interactive devices, UIST’12

Presents new approach to 3D 
printing custom optical elements for 
interactive devices

Using printed optics, unique display 
surfaces, novel illumination, custom 
optical sensors, etc. can be rapidly 
fabricated and customized.

Validates method via examples



Source: Willis et al., UIST’12; https://youtu.be/eTeXTbXA6-Y





Source: He et al., SqueezaPulse: Adding Interactive Input to Fabricated Objects Using Corrugated Tubes and Air Pulses, TEI’17

Technique for embedding interactivity 
into fabricated objects using soft, 
passive, and low-cost bellow-like 
structures.

Soft cavity is squeezed, air pulses travel 
along a flexible pipe with a uniquely 
designed 3D-printed corrugated tube 
that shapes the airflow into predictable 
sound signatures.

Validated via a user study and example 
demonstrations



Source: He et al., TEI’17; https://youtu.be/wmBz1dl1nC8





Source: Ahn et al., J. of Visualized Experiments 2011

Directly 3D-printing conductive 
materials is challenging: high-
conductivity materials have to be 
extruded at high temperatures, 
which melts plastic.

Ahn et al. invented a highly 
conductive silver ink that can be 
extruded at low temperatures. This 
led to the company Voxel8



Source: https://youtu.be/zbm2SSql8V8





How can we… 
Improve FDM hardware to enable 

new types of fabricated designs?
Create digital model in CAD tool. 
Export CAD model as an STL file.

Fusion 360

Upload g-code file to 3D printer 
(via USB fob, WiFi) & print!

Wait…g-codestl

Completed fabricated object + post 
processing (e.g., remove supports)

Use slicing program to convert STL 
into g-code instructions.

Slic3r



Rethinks the traditional 

x,y servo motor approach

Contributes new multi-

axis motion printing via 

robotic arm and novel 

tool planning algorithms

Source: Dai et al., Support-free volume printing by multi-axis motion, SIGGRAPH’18



Source: Dai et al., SIGGRAPH’18; https://youtu.be/iaZeTlios0w



Source: Dai et al., SIGGRAPH’18; https://youtu.be/iaZeTlios0w



Modifies existing FDM 
printer to use rotational 
cuboidal platform

Benefits include less build 
material, less reliance on 
support material, and an 
easy method for embedding 
electronics

Source: Gao et al., RevoMaker: Enabling Multi-directional and Functionally-embedded 3D printing using a Rotational Cuboidal Platform, UIST’15



Source: Gao et al., RevoMaker: Enabling Multi-directional and Functionally-embedded 3D printing using a Rotational Cuboidal Platform, UIST’15



Source: Gao et al., UIST’15; https://youtu.be/y2xlZL-9r-s





What can we do… 
with 3D printing and what are 

some key application spaces?
Create digital model in CAD tool. 
Export CAD model as an STL file.

Fusion 360

Upload g-code file to 3D printer 
(via USB fob, WiFi) & print!

Wait…g-codestl

Completed fabricated object + post 
processing (e.g., remove supports)

Use slicing program to convert STL 
into g-code instructions.

Slic3r





Source: Tom Yeh, University of Colorado, https://tactilepicturebooks.org/



Source: Buehler, et al., Sharing is Caring: Assistive Technology Designs on Thingiverse, CHI’15





Source: Chen et al., UIST’15





How can we… 
Enable designers to improve the 

robustness of their designs and 

eliminate support material?

Create digital model in CAD tool. 
Export CAD model as an STL file.

Fusion 360

Upload g-code file to 3D printer 
(via USB fob, WiFi) & print!

Wait…g-codestl

Completed fabricated object + post 
processing (e.g., remove supports)

Use slicing program to convert STL 
into g-code instructions.

Slic3r



Improves upon traditional finite 
element analyses with a 
stochastic model

Identifies more accurate failure 
probabilities than status quo

Validated via real-world drop 
experiments (stairs, smash, 
drop)

Source: Langlois et al., Stochastic structural analysis for context-aware design and fabrication, ACM Trans. Graphics’16 



Source: Langlois et al., 2016; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xTJ7Ha6Q1Tw





Contributes a new infill 

algorithm to reduce the 

material cost and weight of a 

given object while maintaining 

or improving durability

Validates method empirically 

using mechanical stress testing

Source: Lu et al., Build-to-last: strength to weight 3D printed objects. ACM Trans. Graph’14



Source: Lu et al., ACM Trans. Graph.’14; https://youtu.be/V5IrPSvcm_8





Contributes a new algorithm for 

balance optimization using infill 

operations

Validates approach via 

demonstration on a variety of 

models.

Source: Prévost et al., Make it stand: balancing shapes for 3D fabrication. ACM Trans Graphs 2013



Source: Prévost et al., ACM Trans. Graph.’13; https://youtu.be/_drZksLRx94





How can we… 
augment or integrate 3D printing 

with existing physical objects?
Create digital model in CAD tool. 
Export CAD model as an STL file.

Fusion 360

Upload g-code file to 3D printer 
(via USB fob, WiFi) & print!

Wait…g-codestl

Completed fabricated object + post 
processing (e.g., remove supports)

Use slicing program to convert STL 
into g-code instructions.

Slic3r



Contributes a new workflow for 
iterating on 3D-printed objects.

Custom fabrication machine 
can scan and mill previously 
printed parts to improve/repair

Reduces material consumption 
and waste

Source: Teibrich et al., Patching Physical Objects, UIST’15



Source: Teibrich et al., UIST’15; https://youtu.be/dO6FaZ38vF8





Contributes a new framework for 
3D printing to augment existing 
objects

Distills three key attachment 
techniques: print-over, print-to-
affix, and print-through

Provides a custom design tool

Source: Chen et al., Encore: 3D Printed Augmentation of Everyday Objects with Printed-Over, Affixed and Interlocked Attachments, UIST’15



Source: Chen et al., UIST’15







How can we… 
Enable designers to rapidly build, 

simulate, and fabricate kinematic

3D-printed objects?
As before, this research area cuts across the 

full 3D-printing workflow from custom design 
tools (or CAD plugins) to new printer hardware

Create digital model in CAD tool. 
Export CAD model as an STL file.

Fusion 360

Upload g-code file to 3D printer 
(via USB fob, WiFi) & print!

Wait…g-codestl

Completed fabricated object + post 
processing (e.g., remove supports)

Use slicing program to convert STL 
into g-code instructions.

Slic3r



Source: Megaro et al., A computational design tool for compliant mechanisms, ACM Trans. Graph. 2017 

Presents a computational tool for 
designing compliant mechanisms to 
control motion behaviors.

Takes as input traditional joints (rigidly-
articulated mechanisms) and converts 
them to parameterized flexures.

Explores design space, optimizations, 
resilience to failure, and verifies 
feasibility by creating a variety of 
physical prototypes.



Source: Megaro et al., ACM Trans. Graph.’17; https://youtu.be/IUe3mGkngs4





Source: Coros et al., Computational design of mechanical characters, ACM Trans. Graph. 2013 

Aims to allow non-expert users to 
create animated mechanical characters 

User specifies motion curve and tool 
auto-generates gear assembly to 
mimic motion

Contributes new design tool, interfaces 
and algorithms for converting motion 
to fabricatable gear assemblies, and a 
validation via demonstration



Source: Coros et al., ACM Trans. Graph.’13; https://youtu.be/DfznnKUwywQ





Source: Bächer et al., Spin-it: optimizing moment of inertia for spinnable objects, ACM Trans. Graph. 2014 

Contributes new algorithms to 

change the infill properties of a 

model in order to optimize 

rotational dynamics

Validates approach via 

demonstration of models 

converted to tops and yo-yos



Source: Bächer et al., ACM Trans. Graph.’14; https://youtu.be/qquek0c5bt4




